
 

Guillermou

A big problem, is that many people think that their health is in good hands, because large corporations

manipulate information, enlarging alopata medicine and its power on how to �ght diseases. They have

indoctrinated us to believe in dogmas, which can not be questioned. The pharmaceutical multinationals

falsify or hide information so that nobody can expose their ma�a businesses. It is necessary to return to

natural medicine, to enhance our immunity. There are other ways, such as breastfeeding and feeding

children with nutrient-rich foods. Some herbs are naturally antibacterial and antiviral. It is being veri�ed

that the viruses mutate and adapt to the environment and just as resistance to antibiotics is created,

vaccines originate and their effectiveness is reduced over time.

Still, anyone who questions the safety of vaccines is quickly stereotyped as an anti-vaxxer. Those who

consider that vaccination is an obligation, is attacking the personal lepertad and the right to health. When

those in the spotlight are doctors or researchers who understand the danger of vaccines and question

safety, they are quickly defamed, by a ma�a vaccine cult, which compromises free thinking, and the idea

that there are other forms of immune system therapy.

The vaccines destroy the immune system, alter the intestinal �ora and are subject for life to people at risk

of degenerative diseases and autoimmune origin. The healthy immune system is a balanced immune

response of Th1, Th2 and Th3. Vaccines alter that balance, causing reduced immunity. And this is the

strategy, in having chronic patients, who have to consume all kinds of palliative products, to treat only

symptoms: medicines to relieve pain, lower fever, reduce in�ammation, but never a natural medicine with

holistic vision of the disease, to recover health. Current medicine is designed to keep people sick for as

long as possible, and buy drugs, all their lives.
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russnbeck

This is why I avoid doctors like the plague (accept for emergencies)  Over eight years ago I had

bladder cancer and thought the medical profession could do no wrong when it came to treating

disease.  Now after doing a ton of research on cancer I have done a complete 180 and think doctors

can do no right when it comes to treating most diseases.  In fact they do MORE harm then good.

 Doctors are taught to treat the symptom(s) and never the root cause of the disease. Which is why

people are on pharmaceuticals for the rest of their lives.  

The answer to health is so simple most people cannot see it.  But as you stated "They have

indoctrinated us to believe in dogmas, which can not be questioned".   There is no money in nutrition.

But in nutrition is where we �nd the answer to our health. There is a saying in the Old Testament that

is so true when it comes to our health; "My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge." Hosea 4:6
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allunoisrong

An interesting �nding by a pediatrician was that the vaccination produces a �ood of white cells to

�ght all the shot's toxins. This creates what he called a rubber-ducky effect in the blodstream, where

the white cells all �ow together into smaller capillaries and clog it up, causing a loss of oxygen and a

mini-stroke to the affected area or organ. This produces mystery problems which no blame can be

attributed to the vaccine. Then, of course, that needs to be treated somehow. $$$$$ cha ching.
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Guillermou

RUSSNBECK, very accurate words. The multiple causes that are causing illness and death by medical

treatment are caused by not attending to patients with a holistic view of the origin of the disease, not

in the symptoms it causes. The allopathic medicine that acts by medical specialties, the opposite to

the consideration that the patient is a unit: mind, body and spirit, where the alteration in any of its

components has an impact on global health. Each one needs an individualized diagnosis and

treatment with a focus on the vital forces of the patient, because the human being has a great

potential for self-healing. The power: acting in an integral way is the power to heal, initiating a process

of change, which allows you to improve aspects of your life so as not to become sick again.

JUSTSTEVE, it is a pleasure to coincide with you in a vision of reality, in the need to embrace Natural

Medicine and get away from vaccines and drugs that are degenerating the human race and adding

more pollution to the ecosystem.

ALLUNOISRONG, very interesting its exposure, reminds me of the reaction of the immune system with

the great increase of leukocytes when in a meal we only eat processed foods. The phenomenon of

digestive leukocytosis was studied and described scienti�cally in the thirties, by the doctor of Russian

origin Paul Kouchakoff, who found that uncooked foods did not produce this increase in leukocytes.

The ideal thing is to eat steamed foods and always accompany them with other raw foods. Based on

Kouchakoff's work and his own observations, Dr. Howell hypothesized that it was the lack of natural

food enzymes in cooked food. In addition, the common markers of in�ammation IL-6 CRP and others

also increased. The study in this link: wholefoodsmagazine.com/.../nechealth_0.pdf  .

BEETS, you also present  very nice comments worthy of paying attention to them.
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Almond

I think many people abrogate their individual responsibilities to doctors and others because of a shift

in demographics. When most of the population was rural and isolated, there was a need to think

things through, solve your own problems and be more self-su�cient. As the population shifted to the

cities, life got easier and there were fewer natural consequences to bad choices, esp. nowadays with

more social safety nets that often become hammocks.  In order to get by and get along it has become

more important to become a team player and not rock the boat. In this way, people have become

much more dependent on others for their well-being instead of themselves and their own

resourcefulness and self-education.  

One thing that continues to amaze me is how much the most basic survival instincts have been bred

out of people. So many are totally dependent. The one thing I notice is how many people take little

interest in feeding themselves. They are totally supermarket dependent and not only have no pantry,

but don't even keep an extra meal on hand. They will stop at the supermarket to pick up food for

supper (and microwave it?) or go out to eat if they have not planned ahead. There are even

houses/condos being built in inner cities where real estate is expensive that no longer contain

kitchens. (You may have a tiny wet bar with an itty-bitty sink and microwave above it like you have in

some hotel rooms.) It is assumed that people no longer eat more than a snack at home.

If I had to live like that, I would feel the live force draining out of my body. I would struggle to cook

without land under my feet for a garden and being able to forage. Much of the stuff that comes from

supermarkets does not even taste like food. Recently, I bought a can of baked beans--a nat'l brand I

bought years ago.  You would think that would be simple enough. However, the recipe has been so

altered over the years that I tasted it and threw it out. It was not �t for human consumption.
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Almond

So sad that people often lack the kind of con�dence that comes with doing hard physical labor and

being responsible for making things work, like on a ranch.  There are situations in life where what

other people think of your decisions matters less than the results you get.  Yet, people have not had to

exercise their independence and individual responsibility, so they have lost it.  Many people do not

know how to say "no".  They will use evasive methods unbe�tting mature adults.  Many people are so

intimidated by the social ostracism of not conforming that they would rather be dead than different.

Keeping animals, �ocks and livestock used to be part of life.  People also learned to observe and

transferred many health lessons from their animals for their own use.  There were daily examples of

things to look for and do to keep animals healthy.  When this link was broken by antibiotics and

CAFOs, a lot was also lost in terms of human health.  

I am sure a few readers on this website have had their come-to-jesus moment when they realized that

doing the will of others did not bring them happiness and was not in their best interest--even harmful.

To be subjected to the will of others against your wishes is the de�nition of slavery... when you no

longer control your own life, but only serve others against your will.

It is true that certain authoritarian �gures may feel threatened and impose consequences on you if

you refuse to comply.  However, it is also plausible that bullies will back down when being confronted

by a single individual with con�dence.  So, all of this has to start at a personal level, one-to-one.

 Some of us old hippies hold the most power because we remember what freedom is and have

creative problem-solving ability.  Also, it is much more di�cult to threaten retired people with loss of a

job, etc.
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TheOrage

I understand that Pharma is protected under legislation from damaging side effects but are  doctors

protected too? Especially if they don't get your "informed" consent? Does anyone know what their duty of

care legal obligations are? I would think that Pharma is only protected if they have not falsely advertised?

 Khraling and Wlochoiski would be great witnesses in a court case.  Surely the next time your doctor says

you or your children are due for your vaccine shots ask them for a look at the product insert.  Get them to

read the list of adverse effects for you and then ask  can they guarantee that your child won't experience

any of these effects.  When they say "no" ask them why you should get them vaccinated?  When they say

the odds are miniscule say "Good what are they exactly?  Where is the research that says how many?"

 And what are the odds that they will die from the Mumps?Then you can compare the 2 and make an

informed decision.  Here is the product sheet for MMRII www.merck.com/.../mmr_ii_pi.pdf  

One of the conditions they list not to have the vaccination is if the person is immunocompromised.  I

would be asking what is their de�nition of "immunocompromised"? What if you have an auto-immune

disease?  What is the medical de�nition of it.  Where are the tests proving that it is safe in those cases.

 Surely if one is sick they are "immunocompromised" and shouldn't be having the vaccine.  It would seem

this �ts 50% of the population!
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Guillermou

Hi TheOrage. The product lea�et should say that the immunity of the child is compromised if it is

vaccinated, this should be the reason of the de�nition "immunocompromised", if for life and for all

those who are vaccinated. The main excuse and justi�cation deployed by the government, Big

Pharma, the medical establishment and other pro-vaxxers, for a national or global scheme such as

compulsory vaccines is collective immunity. Collective immunity is a pseudoscienti�c myth. Immunity

induced by the vaccine is not equivalent to naturally acquired natural immunity. The logic dictates that

if the vaccines really work, the vaccinated would not need to worry about a disease supposedly

spread by the unvaccinated, because the vaccinated would be protected. The fact that it is not so,

shows that vaccines do not work, but if the deception of those who subject us to the tyranny of

vaccines works.

The politicians, large pharmaceutical corporations and their channels of promotion: media

researchers, establish a discourse. and some norms that are generally imposed on society, without

any dialogue. The fear of vulnerability is exploited, and little or no interest is shown in the critical

evaluations of the vaccinated, and in the associations and protests of the citizens. Natural immunity

is a complex mechanism. Food, mood, healthy life, etc. It has never been clinically proven that a

vaccine prevents a disease. On the other hand, all children receive the same dose regardless of their

weight and height or their immune system, which can not be fully mature yet.

Infections in childhood are mostly benign and limited. Crossing them is good for the child's body,

because they help him immunize by his own means. Everything indicates that contrary to what is

thought, vaccines increase the vulnerability of contracting diseases, or of postponing their contagion

to adulthood, when they become more dangerous
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SimonSimple

Hi Orage, I'll have a shot at your �rst question. That is, are doctor's protected if a treatment causes

damage. I am totally unconnected to the medical cartel, a mere layman. But I'll say Yes. If doctors

obediently, faithfully comply within the rules issued by their ruling medical authority (RMA), then they

are fully protected. If they don't comply, then they risk being sued or having their license to practice

revoked. So if the RMA rule is to vaccinate regardless any consequences, that is what doctors are

forced to do whether they agree with it or not. Call it soft blackmail I guess. Anybody could be a

doctor if all they have to do is follow a book of rules for every known medical issue, issued by their

RMA's. Apart from the abilities to Google symptoms or order medical tests, no skills necessary.
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david m_1

TheOrage, yes doctors are also protected from being sued for vaccine injuries. Moreover, vaccine

compliance throughout a peds patient population is highly �nancially bene�cial for the pediatrician.

The way it is set up in the medical system is signi�cant motivation to vaccinate everyone possibly

that they can. It is ridiculous and insidious. I heard a recent interview with a ped and he said he was

losing about 1.5 million dollars a year by not fully vaccinating his patient population and he has a

small practice. This is certainly part (if not most) of the the reason peds kick out non vaccine

compliant parents from their practices! That and also because they are massively brainwashed and

ignorant.
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TheOrage

Hi Guill, well said as usual.  I agree with everything you have written.  Now we just need to get a few

million people to think the same (and speak up).  It is surely the mothers and fathers who will �nd the

courage to stand up and �ght for their children.

SimonSimple and david m, thanks for responding.  I guess I am looking for speci�c knowledge on

whether the doctor is exempt through actual  legislation or are they just "covered" in the sense that

their insurance will cover them if there is a claim because they have complied with directions from

their Association (RMA) OR (AMA).  David m you say they are covered but don't say how exactly?  It is

still a little unclear to me- are you thinking "doctor's insurance" or the legislation enacted in 2001?

If doctors think they are covered because their Association told them to do it I'm thinking Nuremberg

Trial (where" they ordered me to do it" was not a defence).  They may risk being "de-frocked" by their

association or losing money for not doing something as directed but the question is can they

individually still be sued by a patient they have harmed IF THEY HAVEN'T FOLLOWED DUE PROCESS.  

Normally what happens is the patient would sue the doctor and the doctor would defend himself by

co-joining the Pharmaceutical Company, but because no-one can sue a Pharmaceutical company the

liability would be stuck with the Doctor (unless they are also speci�cally covered under Government

legislation and unless the Doctor had evidence that the Pharmaceutical company had lied). The only

way we are going to get some traction is if we start to hold individuals responsible and we cause them

some �nancial angst.   Other than that ... is to embarrass them and demonstrate their own lack of

information on the topic.
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JohnAPPLETON

Our immune system is known well not to be su�ciently developed at birth, particularly in babies who have

not been through a uterine birth. That is, babies born by caesarean section, a steadily growing number of

babies, lack the natural microbiome in the gut that also help with our immunity to many diseases. So why

give ANY vaccinations to ANY baby at birth? Before I was aware of the harm of vaccines to anybody, my

own children were vaccinated with far fewer vaccines than are "required" today and only after they were

about 6 months of age and later.

Loe Fischer and Dr M speak about viruses evolving! Evolution is a theory which has never been proven!

Mutation on the other hand has been shown to be the process by which things that have been created can

change in appearance and operation or become adapted to the environment. Vaccinations, though, have

been shown to be a useful tool to be able to get rid of lots of chemicals that are "Too Dangerous to be

buried" - much like �uoride - but if they put a small amount into drinking water or vaccines, nobody will

notice or be harmed much (of course this is blatantly untrue)!!

Eye drops are again a typical example of this so called inert substances are included in most eye drops

which are extreme skin and eye irritants, the safety data information for which says they must be handled

with extreme care including chemical resistant clothing, rubber gloves and breathing apparatus! I don't

trust chemical companies and many 'health care' providers ony sing the company lie - " just feed them

enough chemicals to make 'em a little bit sick and then we can feed 'em some more chemicals to make

'em feel a bit better - and they are hooked for life, a great cash cow"! JUST FOLLOW THE MONEY
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Almond

Children's health and welfare is being assaulted on so many levels--not only what is put into their

bodies, but also their minds.  Food, vaccines, schooling, media, social conformity... I am seeing many

of the younger generations in much worse health than their elders, even premature deaths among 30-

year olds.  Much more diabetes, gall bladder/intestinal/digestive problem, bizarre behavioral

problems, bone and joint problems that disable them, too.  Stuff we just did not see that when I was

young.  Also, out of a class of about 60 children, only 1 (or 2) might have been obese.  No one had to

tell us to go outside and play after our chores were done.  We always had plenty of energy for that.  In

fact, it was more common to hear, "Take your energy outside!"

Also, there is a dependency mentality.  In general, many youngsters have become lazy thinkers,

accepting what they are told because it is easy.  Many are awakening, but only after some thought

provoking or traumatic incident in their life.  Much of the population is still brain-washed and hooked

to an electronic information umbilicus, ignoring examples from their own experience.. I would like to

see more families home schooling and growing gardens.  Also, imposing a degree of discipline, and

regular chores, so children grow up to be responsible and not self-obsessed.
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Pat 444

They have totally forgotten about the Hippocratic Oath. I have seen dentists, eye doctors, spoiling or

damaging on purpose the work they have done for me or for my mom as patients, to have more visits

to their clinic. They have damaged the good work they had accomplished during the �rst visit, when

they showed they are competent and they treated you correctly. On the second or 3rd visit after a few

months, they damage the good work they had done, then they tell you that you need more treatment in

their clinic, or in an associate's clinic. All of those illegal damaging were usually accomplished in

reasonable limits that are close to a good approach, so that we could not complain about them.
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jsmccord7

In the USA in 1960, two virologists discovered that both polio vaccines were contaminated with the SV 40

virus which causes cancer in animals as well as changes in human cell tissue cultures. Millions of

children had been injected with these vaccines. Vaccines Can Cause the Very Disease They're Meant to

Prevent, and Worse For years, researchers suggested that millions of vials of polio vaccine, contaminated

with SV40, infected individuals between 1953 and 1963 and caused human tumors, and by 1999,

molecular evidence of SV40 infections were showing up in children born after 1982. Some experts now

suggest the virus may have remained in the polio vaccine until as late as 1999.  Still, the FDA and health

authorities turned a blind eye.
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sten

FDA must be reformed so that all applicants must submit all their study data, not being allowed to be

selective as today. For all approved substances the study data it was based on must be put in the public

domain.  No gagging orders for researchers allowed that counter public interest.

The current system allows pharma applicants to be selective with submitted data and not publish data on

side effects, twist presentation largely as they like, while the participating researchers at the same time

are being gagged to never mention anything about actual results. The system is geared to support

fraudulent activities and only if a suing party can prove that the pharma company knew that  a damaging

side effect (like getting diabetes 2 from statins),  can a lawsuit be successful. With such a rotten system

only rot can be expected.  I believe that the things that "keep this system alive" is some kind of cross-

ownership between major news agencies and pharma companies. Imagine that all positive news about

alternative medicine and real foods are removed from the MSM newsfeeds and negative news are spun

more negative, while pharma products are given the opposite treatment.  Or is it that the way it already is?
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Guillermou

Yes STEN, The pharmaceutical industry and the o�cial bodies that manage "health" have a con�ict of

interest that compromises the practice of medicine throughout the world. The income obtained by Big

Pharma increases when more sick people have to attend, they resort to drugs to treat their ailments

and the longer they last. Vaccines is the �rst ally of the interests of pharmaceutical multinationals.

Nobel laureate Richard J. Roberts said in an interview that pharmaceutical companies do not invest in

developing medicines that heal, invests in drugs that generate chronic diseases, so that the drugs are

consumed for life. Prolonging life is a business, although the quality of life diminishes.

We are in a decadent world where technologies are used to promote diseases and increase the

business of pharmaceutical multinationals and companies and associated organizations as well as

agricultural industrial corporations that use pesticides, GMO, etc. they increase contagious,

degenerative diseases and in turn promote the most powerful vaccines. Only the bene�ciaries are the

ultra rich, and the capital of tax havens.
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rrealrose

Hi guys, It has been a fairly opaque curtain, like the curtain that shields Dorothy and crew (scarecrow,

lion, tin man) from seeing the Wizard of Oz manipulating the light show. Only her little dog Toto was

able to draw back that curtain and reveal the truth.  Most toxicologists work for major corporations or

the govt, and with Big Pharma now supporting many college and med school research, real news has

a di�cult time coming out. US tv has basically been taken over by drug advertisements. Gas guzzling

autos and petroleum-based pharmaceuticals (patent medicines) are pushed out across the major

networks, a wonderful duo, don't you think? And those ads are paying for the news programs.

But too many people are being damaged, maimed, and costs continue to skyrocket - things cannot

stay this way much longer, or the entire US economy could wobble and possibly crumble under the

weight of ever increasing costs of chronic care... "Word of mouth travels faster than greased

lightning", is the expression of the year, perhaps for the decade; slowly, more truths are coming out

into the light of day for closer inspection.
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RobertSniadach

Until vaccination serums are far more closely matched to the genetics and immune status of each

individual patient; until the administration techniques far more closely match how the body is naturally

exposed to pathogens (breathing, oral ingestion); until the ingredients of vaccines far more closely match

what Nature has created, without any extra toxic ingredients; ... then and only then would I ever consider

accepting vaccinations for me or my family. Medical science may one day get to the point where

customized and clean vaccines are available, but until then, no way.
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GreekPrincess77

Hi, Nice article. Eye opening to many who are unfamiliar with the dark side of vaccines, there side effects.

Recently I got hired on at a daycare to do a job. Naturally they wanted up to date vaccines. Most of which I

had, but I only had one MMR shot. My GP said to me they will require you to have another one. So I walked

away and thought about it and declined. I have heard to many adverse side effects from this vaccine.

Guess my folks only gave me one, bless there heart. I remember a story not to long ago that made

headlines in Italy where a judge did determine that a child did become autistic after receiving his MMR

shot, after his parents said that the boy couldn't even lift a spoon after the shot. If I recall correctly this is

the vaccine that seems to be the one associated to a child being vaccines then being diagnosed with

autism. There are so many mandated today for kids entering school. Currently I'm in the process of trying

to conceive and my Fertitly doctor had mentioned that it maybe wise for me to get a �u vaccine(she

knows I'm against them) but my response was I'm going to eat properly and take adequate amounts of

vitamin D, I did also mention that it's about 14 percent effective. I said to her what's the point. I remember

Dr.M wrote an article that said that �u vaccine can cause women to miscarriage sometimes in the �rst

and second trimester. But I have seen �rst hand the side effects of vaccines, my nephew immediately

after the vaccines he had problems going to the bathroom, he was taken to the ER to correct this problem

with a thermometer being put there to �x the problem. The MMR vaccine I recall didn't have the same side

effects when it wasn't combined, and autism was not as prevalent as it is now. But Merck, the bottom line

is money, and if they can dominate the market by being the sole provider they'll do anything to protect

that. They are also the manufacturer of Gardisil, and we all the how this has turned out, dismal failure.
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el-graf

Vaccinations are simply invasions that the Powers That Be use to �ll us (especially the very young) with

poisons to dumb them down so we cannot �ght them.  Also for Depop because as they've stated

repeatedly, "there are too many people on the planet."
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svmeyer

Wasn't it President Ronald Reagan who said, "the 10 most terrifying words in the English language are;

"I'm from the government and I'm here to help you." Mr. Reagan also stated in his �rst Inaugural, these

twelve words, "Government is not the solution to our problem, government is the problem."
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Brynn

In�uenza has been making the rounds in some areas, too. People who have had �u vaccines
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peripheralvisionary

The main problem is "they" have convinced people that measles is this horrible, deadly disease.  It's not

the plague, it's measles!  When I was a kid (back in ancient times) measles was no big deal, every kid got

it; it was like a rite of passage for kids back in the early 1960s.  It didn't kill anyone, we just broke out in

spots and had a fever for a days.  I grew up understanding that getting sick is a part of life, you either

recovered or died; most recovered.  If they died, well, they were probably weak or sickly to begin with and

unlikely to survive the normal onslaughts that life throws at all of us.
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monkey45

Exactly! I and virtually every other child of my generation got measles and most of the other normal

childhood illnesses and it was not a problem. On the contrary, we developed strong immune systems

and lifelong immunity.  www.youtube.com/watch
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MdinaBoysSchool

The ONLY thing that will protect you for life is your own immune system. Keep it strong.
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GreekPrincess77

Hi, Another thing I wanted to mention is vaccine manufacturers can't guarantee immunity, and they don't

know how long it lasts. The problem I have with vaccines besides the obvious is that it's a one size �ts all.

That is just ridiculous. It's all a rouse to scare us into thinking big Pharma knows best, and there interest is

in keeping us healthy from disease by promoting there vaccines. I was almost talked into the Gardisil

vaccine few years back until I did my own research and asked questions. Didn't take long for me to refuse

this vaccine that is actually far more dangerous than the bene�t they claim. Now they have mandated this

vaccine for young boys too. Enough already, whatever happened to your freedom of choice. It went out the

window because that would mean we would have to take the rose coloured glasses off and see that big

Pharma is in the business to keep us sick, on there drugs,vaccines because at the end of the day it's all

about money. We are all expendable to them. But there are many people today who are educating

themselves by reading books, informative articles like Dr.M. We aren't as easily manipulated as we once

were. It took me a while to get there because I worked in a hospital for a long time, until I really got

exposed to the dark side of things, as well as seeing what my dad went threw during his illness. It doesn't

take much to keep ourselves well, sometimes less is more.
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dcc701

What's the possibility that vaccine manufacturers actually WANT (and expect they will bene�t from) less

effective vaccines? The solution that undoubtedly will be proposed is not to get rid of the vaccines, but to

require more boosters. That would mean more pro�ts for pharma and the family docs too.

 Posted On 04/03/2018

 

monkey45

Yes - boosters are added to the government-mandated vaccine child poisoning according to the

principle of "If something is useless, more of it may be better - or if not - at least more pro�table!

 Posted On 04/04/2018

 

stardustonthesage

I had a baby in my daycare who was recently vaccinated with MMR and I got the mumps.  Now I had

mumps as a child.  So is this vaccine able to override natural immunity in folks like me (with compromised

immune systems)?

 Posted On 04/03/2018
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dcc701

Stardust, that's interesting--it seems you might have contracted it from the baby? I have read at least a

few times about instances in which a recently immunized person has apparently been the source of

the disease itself. There are also quite a few reports of people having chicken pox more than once,

maybe other diseases too that are "one timers" in 99% of the cases. It's well known that polio vaccines

have been a source of the disease. Could be too that for some diseases the virus is latent and can

reactivate given the right conditions, and perhaps exposure to that baby was part of the right

conditions. Anyway, it would be nice to know more about your particular experience.

 Posted On 04/03/2018

 

stardustonthesage

@ dcc701:  I am 64 years old and was diagnosed with Sjogren's Syndrome in 2003.  As you probably

know, this is a relative of (or from the same family of illnesses/diseases) as RA.  I have already lost 2

sisters to RA treatment (not the disease itself but the AWFUL treatments involving 14 or 15 different

drugs).  So with an already compromised immune system I kinda knew I might be at a higher risk of

being vulnerable from ANY vaccines these babies receive nowadays (entirely useless vaccines, I

might add).  In my "contract" with the parents of these babies I watch, it states in no uncertain terms

that they must keep the baby at home for at least 3-4 days after vaccinations because I simply don't

want the responsibility if something might go wrong from the shots, and also because it helps them

shed some of the crap that's in the shots before they come back here.  But most of the babies end up

developing diarrhea after a week or so and then I'm exposed to that, as well as runny noses and other

mucus secretions containing the sheddings of those shots.  I wear a facemask and those thin

hospital-type rubber gloves when I change the babies, etc., but I'm beginning to think the toxic stuff in

there is coming right through their skin!  I know it sounds kinda nutsy but it seems like I can count on

being ill (anything from an upset stomach to the most recent thing with mumps) every single time

those kids are vaxxed.  Luckily, I will be retiring from the daycare business this fall, after 30 years,

although I hate to give it up because it's such a needed commodity in my area.  People have begged

me not to close just about as much as I've begged them to �nd doctors who will either NOT vax or who

will at least give the shots one at a time.  But these young parents cram 6-8 shots into each "well baby

visit" (another scam if ever I've heard it) because they "don't have time to run to the doctor over and

over" so essentially it is for THEIR bene�t and hang everyone else.

 Posted On 04/05/2018
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billy.jones

My infant granddaughter had a stream of yellowish/green mucous freely running from her nose.  She was

irritable, cranky, had fever.  Her parents and my wife went to a nearby family clinic.  Two doctors there

eased their concerns, that all was within normal range.  Our granddaughter had just been vaccinated.

 When I asked if it was MMR, they were not certain.  I told them they need to return to the original clinic of

treatment, report the babies condition, have her examined, and get the details on paper, what the

treatment was.

I'm sharing this from the Philippines.  The standard and procedure of care and doctor patient

communications are very lacking here.  I will follow up this �rst posting as soon as I have more concrete

and documented information.  Needless to say;  --beginning with the running nose and fever, I'm

concerned!

 Posted On 07/10/2018

 

SuzieC0

Always appreciate your comments, Almond, and agree with them wholeheartedly.   Sounds as if we're in

the same demographic.   :-)    Unfortunately once a person has started to buy in to 'the narrative' that we

need more and more vaccinations and interventions, it's very hard to get out of the system, esp. if one has

young children.      I keep as far from Drs as I can, only seeing one when it looks like a serious diagnosis

that I might need to know about starts to show up.  This has worked well for me.  I now have the

con�dence and knowledge to take action on any negative (and real) diagnosis I'm given.   Then I get out in

the unsprayed garden again and enjoy the 'weeds', fruit, nuts, and veges growing in it.

I know what you meant by a "come-to-Jesus moment", but have you ever had the real thing ?   I did when

my security came crashing down around me decades ago.  It was do or die (for my spirit).  Then I called

upon the good God and received a spiritual transformation which has lasted thru the decades and enables

me to stand up in con�dence against pressure and make healthy choices all round.  Praise the Lord !

 Posted On 04/14/2018
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alejandra_marquez

Mmr is  one of the vaccines that people most blame for autism and now they're thinking of adding more,

incredible! Polio vaccine has been known to cause hiv because of the monkey cells used in it. The

hepatitis b given at birth to babies has been proven to cause infantile diabetes, I could go on and on, the

only vaccine I might ever get or give is the tetanus shot on it's own not mixed with any other vaccine

combo, and only then if I step on  rusty nails or something of the sort. If you are cut deeply with

something with rust you have 8 hours to get the shot before you get lock jaw.

 Posted On 04/06/2018

 

monkey45

Vaccines' e�cacy is not wearing off, because they were never e�cacious in the �rst place!  As far as i am

concerned, vaccination is an organised criminal enterprise dressed up as disease prevention by means of

junk science.

 Posted On 04/04/2018

 

BevAnn22

Thanking God  That I was born in 1943 & my brother & I both had the chickenpox, measles & mumps

before all these vaccines became mandatory. My thought is that during our growing up years we ate more

fruits & vegetables & my mother cooked fresh meat from the butcher shop. Our livers & immunity systems

were healthy & strong.  Whereas children & college students dine mostly on fast foods or pre-packaged

process foods which damage the liver & immune system Yes, I agree that there is no oversight or checks

& balances to insure the companies that manufacture these many vaccines do so with the goal to protect

the lives of our children.  I do not believe that is their goal.  Their goal is money.

 Posted On 04/03/2018
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TDemo123

These articles are so helpful and full of good information, but I would also love to know what we SHOULD

be doing to protect our kids from these diseases.  Aside from general immune-boosting efforts and a

healthy diet, are there natural ways to create/improve immunity?  Just reading about the corruption and

discouraging outlook is downright scary.  Moms like me want some tools we can use!

 Posted On 04/03/2018

 

HealingMindN

I remember when I worked in records at the main health clinic, Stanford U. in late 1990's. A lot of students

didn't bother with MMR Vax, up to 50%. The clinic admin told me those students were not expected to

graduate unless they got vax'd or provided some kind of vax record.

 Posted On 04/03/2018
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